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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a revised version of an
implementation of the Momel and INTSINT
algorithms for the automatic modelling and
symbolic coding of intonation patterns. The
algorithms are implemented as external functions
which are seamlessly integrated into the Praat
speech manipulation software by means of the
recently proposed plugin facility for Praat. Pitch
detection is carried out using a subroutine to
calculate optimal values of maximum and
minimum F0 automatically. The implementation
of the Momel algorithm incorporates an
improved treatment of the modelling of pitch
contours in the vicinity of onsets and offsets of
voicing. The version of the INTSINT algorithm
implemented is the two parameter robust version
described in recent publications.
Keywords: automatic, model, coding, intonation,
algorithm
1. INTRODUCTION
Different versions of the Momel and Intsint
algorithms have been developed in the LPL in
Aix en Provence over the last twenty years
[14][16][17][15] and have been used for the
phonetic modelling and symbolic coding of the
intonation patterns of a number of languages
(including English [1], French [24][2][25],
Italian [10], Catalan [8], Brazilian Portuguese
[9], Venezuelan Spanish [21], Russian [23],
Arabic [22] and isiZulu [18]). Up until recently,
the most accessible implementation of these
algorithms was in a Unix environment as a C
program (Momel) and a Perl script (Intsint)
using MES, the Motif-based speech editor
developed at the LPL [7]. This has been an
obstacle for the wider use of the algorithms by
phoneticians and linguists, who very often do not
have access to this environment. This was partly
overcome by the recent implementation [1] of a

Praat script allowing users to run the C program
and Perl script directly from this very widely
used speech manipulation software.
The recent introduction of a plugin
mechanism for Praat has made it possible to
develop a more user-friendly environment for
the algorithms. In the following sections, I
describe the general structure of the MomelIntsint plugin and then give details on the
improvements integrated into the algorithms.
2. GENERAL STRUCTURE
The recently introduced plugin mechanism
makes it possible to add new functions to Praat
without requiring the user to manipulate scripts
directly. Instead, after the plugin has been
installed in the Praat preference file, the scripts
are called directly from the menus of Praat, just
like the other functions which are directly
implemented in the program.
The modelling and coding algorithms have
been implemented as a set of Praat scripts, each
corresponding to a specific step in the process.
Each step applies to all the files in a specified
directory making it possible to apply manual
correction and evaluation at each step.
2.1.

Organisation of data

The data to be analysed is placed in a
subdirectory of the user's working directory.
Each recording file is contained in a separate
directory with the name of the file and each
derived file is placed in the same directory and
has the same name with a specific extension.
2.2.

Analyses

• Maximum and minimum F0. The user can
specify manually the maximum and minimum
values of F0 to be used in the detection and
analysis. Optimised values may also be
calculated by means of a subroutine described
below.
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• Momel target calculation. The stylisation of
the measured F0 curve by means of a
quadratic spline function is carried out for the
whole subdirectory.
• Momel target correction. The user can
visualise the signal of a given recording
together with the estimated pitch targets,
which can be displayed with either linear or
quadratic interpolation. The target points can
then be manipulated manually and the
resulting pitch curve can be compared to the
original via Psola re-synthesis. The
automatically detected target points and the
manually corrected targets are stored as
seperate files.
• INTSINT coding. The automatic or manually
corrected target points of the Momel
modelling are coded using the version of the
INTSINT algorithm described below.
• Momel and INTSINT manipulation. This
option allows the user to make a threeway
comparison between the original recording,
that modelled with the Momel target points
and that coded by the Intsint algorithm after
being reconverted to Momel targets.
3. IMPROVED ALGORITHMS
3.1.

F0 detection

The quality of the F0 modelling crucially
depends on the quality of the F0 detected. In
particular it is essential to use appropriate values
for the maximum and minimum F0 values when
performing
pitch
detection.
Empirical
experiment [6] has shown that, at least for read
speech, a reasonably robust estimate of the
optimal maximum and minimum can be obtained
from the 1st and 3rd quartiles respectively of the
f0 values estimated using the default maximum
and minimum (ie 75 and 600). The formulae
implemented are
f0 max = 1.5 * q3
f0 min = 0.75 * q1
where q3 and q1 represent the 3rd and 1st
quartiles respectively. This gives satisfactory
values for many cases but the user has the
possibility to provide manual values if necessary.
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3.2.

Momel target detection

The quadratic spline function used to model the
macro-melodic component is defined by a
sequence of target points, (couples <s, Hz>) each
pair of which is linked by two monotonic
parabolic curves with the spline knot occurring
(by default) at the midway point between the two
targets. The first derivative of the curve thus
defined is zero at each target point and the two
parabolas have the same value and same
derivative at the spline knot. This, in fact,
defines the most simple mathematical function
for which the curves are both continuous and
smooth.
The Momel algorithm derives what I refer to
as a phonetic representation of an intonation
pattern, which is neutral with respect to speech
production and speech perception since, while
not explicitly derived from a model of either
production or perception, it contains sufficient
information to allow it to be used as input to
models of either process. The relatively theoryneutral nature of the algorithm has allowed it to
be used as a first step in deriving representations
such as those of the Fujisaki model [20], ToBI
[19][26] or INTSINT.
A recent evaluation of the algorithm [4] was
carried out on recordings of the continuous
passages of the Eurom1 corpus [5] for five
languages (English, German, Spanish, French,
Italian), in all, a total of 5 hours of speech. The
evaluation estimated a global efficiency
coefficient (as calculated by the F-measure) of
95.5% by comparison with manually corrected
target point estimation.
The F-measure is calculated as the harmonic
mean (i.e. the product divided by the arithmetic
mean) of the measure of recall (percent detected
of total correct) and that of precision (percent
correct of total detected). The F-measure is
commonly used in the field of information
retrieval as a global estimate of efficiency.
Compared to the 46982 target points
provided by the automatic analysis, 3179 were
added manually by the correctors and 1107
removed. The algorithm gave only slightly less
efficiency (93.4%) when applied to a corpus of
spontaneous spoken French.
The majority of the corrections involved
systematic errors, in particular before pauses
(especially preceded by a concave rising
movement), which a recent improvement of the
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algorithm usually manages to eliminate. Figure
1a gives an example of a passage (taken from the
French version of the Eurom1 corpus) where a
rising pitch before a pause is completely missed
by the algorithm whereas it is correctly detected
by the revised algorithm as shown in Figure 1b.
Figure 1:
Raw (red) and modelled (green)
fundamental frequency for the extract "Est-ce que
c'est vrai? vous prenez les réservations par
téléphone?" (Is it true? you take bookings by
phone?). a. Old version b. New version

a.

b.

The improvement to the algorithm had in fact
already been implemented in the Unix-based
version for final and initial pitch movements. In
Figure 1a the pitch rise on "vrai" consists almost
entirely of the concave part of the rise. This
contrasts with the rise on "telephone" where
there is both a concave and a convex part and
where the target point is correctly detected. The
corrected algorithm extrapolates the final
concave rise and estimates the closest target
point that will produce such a rise. In the present
implementation this feature is extended to all
occurrences of pitch movements occurring
before a silent pause, the minimum duration of
which by default is 250ms.
3.3.

Intsint coding

In an earlier version of the INTSINT algorithm,
(that described in [17] and implemented in [7]),
the estimation was based on a statistical analysis
of the distribution of target points based on their
local
configuration. This required
the
optimisation of 10 different parameters followed

by a recoding of the targets when this improved
the fit.
More recently it was shown [15] that a
phonetic interpretation of the INTSINT tonal
segments can be carried out using two speaker
dependent (or even utterance dependent)
parameters of the pitch domain.
key: like a musical key, this establishes
an absolute point of reference defined by a
fundamental frequency value (in Hertz).
range: this determines the interval (in
octaves) between the highest and lowest pitches
of the utterance.
The targets T, M and B are defined
'absolutely' without regard to the preceding
targets
T = key*√(2^range)
M = key
B = key/√(2^range)
Other targets are defined with respect to the
preceding target:
H = √(Pi-1*T)
U = √(Pi-1*√(Pi-1*T))
S = Pi-1
D = √(Pi-1*√(Pi-1*T))
L = √(Pi-1*B)
A sequence of tonal targets such as:
[M T L H L H D B]
assuming values for a female speaker of key as
240 Hz and range as 1 octave, would be
converted to the following F0 targets:
[240 340 240 286 220 273 242 170]
with appropriate time values derived from the
representation of the alignment (omitted here).
This sequence of target points can then be used
to generate a quadratic spline function modelling
the macroprosodic curve of the utterance.
The particular values used for calculating the
value of D and U are chosen so that in a
sequence [T D] for example, the D tone is
lowered by about the same amount with respect
to the T as the H tone in the sequence [T L H].
In many phonological accounts, Downstepped
tones are analysed as a High tone which is
lowered by the presence of a "floating" low tone,
so that the surface tone [D] can be considered as
underlyingly [L H].
The algorithm implemented optimises both
the sequence of tonal segments and the key and
range for the recording within the parameter
space mean ±20 Hz for key and [0.5…2.5
octaves] for range.
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An evaluation of the two versions of the
algorithm on two hours of read speech (Korean)
[12] has shown that the new algorithm performs
systematically better than the earlier version.

[11]
[12]

4. CONCLUSIONS
The integration of the Momel and Intsint
algorithms as a Praat plugin will, it is hoped,
provide a useful tool for linguists and
phoneticians working on prosodic analysis.
A mailing list for users of Momel and Intsint
where it is possible to post questions and
comments about the use of these algorithms.
may be found at the following address:
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/momel-intsint

[13]

[14]
[15]

The list will also provide updated information
about latest versions and where to find them.
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